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Abstract—InthispaperwepresentnewdesignofanallͲ
optical wavelength converter (AOWC) based on siliconͲ
onͲinsulator platform. For that purpose we combine
nonlinearities of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA)
withhighfinesseMachͲZehnderfilters,availableinSOIͲ
technology.

0.INTRODUCTION
AreviewofrecentresearchrevealsthatSOAsarea
widelyusedtoolinopticalwavelengthconversion,
taking advantage of their nonlinearity [1, 2, 3].
ThereisahighintegrationpotentialofSOAs,they
have high power efficiency, and, above all, the
potential for ultrafast wavelength converters
(>100Gbit/s). The European project “BOOM”
pursues the realization of Terabit router
functionality utilizing ultrafast optical signal
processing in SOAs. As part of the project, the
project team works on the development of an
integrated wavelength converter. The converter
benefitsfromthecombinationofhighspeedSOAs
and an underlying SOIͲplatform. The platform
serves as a motherboard for SOA integration, and
provides high quality passive optical filters. Here,
the passive filter consists of two cascaded MachͲ
Zehnderdelayinterferometers(MZͲDI)withdelays
of1psand2ps.

100 ps
Fig.1SOAGainrecoverycurve

Theworkingprincipleisasfollows:Anopticalpulse
injected into an SOA first modulates the gain.
Furthermore, there is change in refractive index.
This leads to chirp of the output signal – redͲ or
blueͲshifted, depending on the edge of incoming
pulse.IthasbeenshownthatfilteringoftheredͲ
chirped part of that output light can be used to
obtain nonͲinverted wavelength conversion [5].
Similarly, the filtering of the blueͲchirped part of
output light can lead to an inverted wavelength
conversion.
According to simulations, a well adjusted band
pass (i.e. a well adjusted frequency transfer
function at the output of the SOA) can decrease
the recovery time from 90ps to less than 3ps. In
detail, various processes occur: Before saturation
oftheSOA,theredͲchirpedgainundergoeshigher
attenuationbytheadjustedfilter.Thisresultsina
reduced transmittance of incoming probe light. If
the SOA starts to recover, the blueͲshifted light
(smaller wavelength) passes the filter, this time
with higher transmission (Fig. 2). Therefore, gain
saturation is balanced in case of the blueͲshifted
signal, so that we can achieve an increased signal
level before the recovery cycle of the SOA is
completed.

I.PRINCIPLEOFWAVELENGTHCONVERSION
When a fast optical pulse is applied, SOA devices
show recovery times of the order of hundred
picoseconds (see Fig.1). Nevertheless, highͲspeed
wavelength converters up to 40Gbit/s have been
experimentallydemonstrated[4].
In the present contribution high speed
performance is achieved by using the chirped,
wavelength converted light output of the SOA in
combinationwithtwoMZͲDI.
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Inourdesignweuse2x2multiͲmodeinterference
(MMI)couplerswithwellknownpowerandphase
relations. For a single MZͲDI, the power
transmission (T) at output as a function of
frequencyis:

Probe carrier

Filter

T1=P1/Pinͼsin2(ѐʔ1/2)
Wavelength
Optical Spectra

T2=P1/Pinͼcos2(ѐʔ1/2)




The phase difference ѐʔ1 is defined with
propagationconstantɴofthewaveguidesandthe
adjustedtimedelayintheinterferometergivenby
a length difference ѐL1. (ѐʔ1 = ɴ ͼ ѐL1). For the
complete device with cascaded delay
interferometer
we
obtain
transmission
characteristicforoutput3and4:

Fig.2 BlueͲshifted light undergoes lower attenution by pass
filter.

T3=P3/Pinͼsin2(ѐʔ1/2)ͼsin2(ѐʔ2/2)

< 3ps

T4=P3/Pinͼsin2(ѐʔ1/2)ͼcos2(ѐʔ2/2)

100 ps

For case of half FSR (equal to half of the length
difference)ofthefirstMZͲDIincomparisontothe
secondMZͲDI,wecansubstituteѐʔ1/2byѐʔ2/4.
For better understanding of the complete
interferometer structure we also split up the
structureintotwosingledeviceswithdifferentFSR
corresponding to delay of 1ps and 2ps. The
designed chip area for a couple of single and
combinedstructureswas10mmx25mm.


III.EXPERIMENTALRESULTS



Fig.3ProbelightafterpassingSOAandpassfilter.


As shown in figure 3, sum of the effects is a
shortened pulse after passing the band pass, with
approximately 3ps full width half maximum
(FWHM). Obviously theproposed system recovers
muchfasterthantheSOAgainitself.Furthermore,
theexperimentindicatesverylowenergylevelfor
operation of the system. The pump pulse energy
correspondstoabout60fJ.Notethatthepulseat
theoutputisinverted.

ForfabricationofdesignedMZͲstructuresweused
SOIribwaveguidetechnology.Weusedsubstrates
with top silicon thickness of 4μm, which is very
convenient in terms of packaging because it
enables high coupling efficiency (~0.5dB loss per
facet) and reduced sensitivity to fiber
misalignment. For rib definition we used standard
contactlithographyandreactiveionetching.
Fig.5showsmeasuredfiltercurveforbarandcross
port of structure with 2ps time delay. Both
outputs show for TE and TM polarization good
homogeneity other CͲband with extinction ratios
up to 30dB. The maximum loss of structure in
reference to backͲtoͲback (B2B) signal is 4.2dB.
TheB2BͲreferenceinthatcontextrespectsallloss
given by fiberͲtoͲchipͲcoupling, additional
connections and loss of the passive waveguide
network. Fig. 6 shows the same measurement for
singleMZͲDIdevicewith1ps.
Polarization dependent frequency shift (PDFS) is
alwaysanissueinplanarwaveguidetechnologies.

II.DESIGN
The chirp filtering functionality of the proposed
system can be provided by a MachͲZehnder delay
interferometer.Inaddition,asecondMZͲDIserves
aspolarityinverteroftheoutcomingsignal.Ithas
been shown that high finesse can be achieved by
cascadedinterferometersystems,seee.g.[6,7].
Figure 4 shows the complete filter configuration.
The two interferometers have different filter
response,i.e.freespectralrange(FSR),equivalent
to 1ps and 2ps time delay. The control of phase
impliestheextensionwithheaterelements.
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Fig.4Filterconfigurationofproposedfilterstructure.
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singledevices.Thelossisslightlyincreaseddueto
the doubling of involved interference couplers. As
measuredresultsshow,cascadedSOIͲMZstructure
delivers required performance to act as proposed
filter in connection with SOA.  Verification
experiments with discrete SOA and SOIͲDIs are
planned in the near future. Eventually, SOA and
SOIͲDIs will be integrated on a single chip. First
integration tests of SOAs on SOI have been
conducted. Fig. 8 shows a flipͲchip soldered SOA
onanSOImotherboard.
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Fig.5Filtercharacteristicofdelayinterferometerwith2pstime
delay for TE (red line) and TMͲmode (blue line). Solid line
correspondstobarport;dashedlinetocrossport.
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Fig.6Filtercurvesofdelayinterferometerwith1pstimedelay.






Fig.8 FlipͲchip soldered semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA)
onSOImotherboard.





With a 2Ͳcladding technology we could recently
achieve relatively low PDFS, i.e. absolute
birefringence, for the 2Ͳps MZͲDI. The amount of
birefringencecausedbyribwaveguidegeometryis
intherangeof3ͼ10Ͳ4.Withappliedcladding,under
conservation of performance, we could reduce
absolutebirefringenceto4ͼ10Ͳ5(~2GHzPDFS).

IV.SUMMARY
The concept for a new design of an allͲoptical
wavelengthconverter(AOWC)basedonsiliconͲonͲ
insulatorplatformhasbeenprovided.RealizedSOIͲ
filters show expected filter transfer functionality
with high extinction ratios (up to 30dB) and low
insertion loss. First flipͲchip tests have been
conducted. High speed ʄͲconversion experiments
withSOIchipsandSOAsareunderway.
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Fig.7 Filter characteristic of cascaded MachͲZehnder delay
interferometers with 1 and 2ps time delay (TEͲmode). Solid
linescorrespondtobarport(a);dashedlinetocrossport(b).


Results for cascaded devices are shown in Fig. 7.
Shapeofthefiltercharacteristicforbothoutputsis
consistent with calculated output signals.
Extinction ratios are comparable to the results of
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